WIDE ANGLE

“david bowie is,” the hit exhibition
about the artist, has followed the man’s
trajectory: London, Berlin, New York. For
the last 20 years of his life, his home was
Manhattan, where he was the family man,
heading out in disguise to galleries and gigs,
getting a light from sidewalk smokers who
carelessly offered a Zippo or a match before
missing a beat to wonder about that guy’s
unmatched, lupine eyes, that sing-song south
London baritone. But then it was too late;
the night-time ninja was gone, slipped
around the corner. And then? And then,
sadly, it would always be too late. Reports of
Bowie spottings in New York were common;
encountering him yourself was a once
in a lifetime affair. Many people said it
was like meeting a character from a movie
in real life. This exhibition, coming to
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An exhibit showcasing
David Bowie’s legacy
is coming to Brooklyn,
in cooperation with
Brunswick Arts.
rob bound, Culture
Editor at Monocle,
offers an inside view

bowie is
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WIDE ANGLE

DAVID BOWIE IS
THE EXHIBIT brings
together a variety of
photos and fashions
from the artist's career.

“I DON’T KNOW
WHERE I’M GOING,
BUT I PROMISE
IT WON’T BE BORING”

For the 1973 “Aladdin
Sane” tour, he appeared
in a striped bodysuit
designed by Kansai
Yamamoto, shown on
the previous page.

DAVID BOWIE, 1997

Left, a young Bowie
poses for a 1963
publicity photo for his
band, the Kon-rads.
Right, a 1978 selfportrait based on the
photo from his “Heroes”
album cover.

the Brooklyn Museum for its final encore after
playing to adoring crowds in London and Berlin,
translates some of that myth, some of that aura,
and yet also shines a spotlight on his process and
preoccupations. It is a testament to the strength
of the work of the man himself and the skill of
the curators who have put this world tour of an
exhibition together.
While the core of the show stays the same, each
of the exhibition’s international iterations have seen
new work unveiled – or rather, old work presented
afresh – and the Brooklyn Museum leg of the Bowie
journey has some tantalizing secrets up its sleeve.
Visitors can marvel again at the well-known stuff
such as Bowie’s early ’70s Ziggy Stardust creation
and DA Pennebaker’s untouchably strange and
intimate footage of that final Ziggy concert at the
Hammersmith Odeon. But they can also ogle the
drawings and concepts for Bowie’s final album,
“Blackstar,” and specific American and New York
material that has not turned up or been displayed
before. Anne Pasternak, director of the Brooklyn
Museum, is jubilant at being custodian of the
show’s victory lap.
“When Bowie gave his blessing for the exhibition
to the Victoria & Albert Museum back in 2013, he
was very clear in his desire to have the final venue
be here in New York,” she says. “He designated
about 40 objects to be added to the exhibition for
New York. And here we are!”
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Above, designed by
Freddie Burretti, this
quilted two-piece suit
was made in 1972 for the
“Ziggy Stardust” tour.

Now, please don’t shoot the messenger of the
obvious, but music is fairly central to this whole
enterprise and the highly regarded German
headphone specialist Sennheiser has again
engineered the audio reproduction that sings
through the show. In addition, a new sponsor for
the exhibit in its Brooklyn Museum incarnation is
Spotify. The streaming service has its eyes firmly on
the future and has come on board to do much more
than simply write a check.
“While Spotify is making a significant
contribution to help us meet costs, they are also
leveraging their significant marketing knowledge
and data on David Bowie listeners to maximize
awareness of the show,” says Pasternak. “In this
sense they are also a collaborator. Being able to play
both roles makes them a perfect partner.”
While investment banks and consultancy firms
often lend their wedge to the shows, their guest lists
to the opening nights, and can bask in the reflected
glow of cultural exchange, Spotify offers additional
expertise in the statistical and practical aspects of
streaming the past, present and future of music.
Even for old pros like the Brooklyn Museum, the
involvement of Spotify feels optimistic and fresh.
Museum visitors can augment their experience of
the show by streaming any song or album by Bowie
via Spotify before they even think of heading home
– a near-perfect example of what businesses term
convergence. When it comes to adding value to an
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With a friend, the artist
puts on a Spanish flair
and some trend-setting
platform boots to
promote the 1974 album
“Diamond Dogs.”
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DAVID BOWIE IS

offering, acting as a partner rather than a sponsor,
it’s a very decent hand of cards to hold.
“In the past, museums would advertise on
public radio stations and hope for an audience
overlap,” says Pasternak. But the insight Spotify
provides allows for far more precision. “Here,
we are easily able to see what other artists Bowie
listeners follow and target their fans too.”
This strategy seems to have also energized
the Brooklyn Museum’s dreams for the future.
“I’m eager to see how we can work with Spotify
going forward on the marketing of other types of
exhibitions, like our upcoming ‘Soul of a Nation’
show. The possibilities are exciting,” says Pasternak.
For sure, they are – it’s not often that the notion
of “accessibility” is so deeply entwined with the
exhibit itself, and leaps out as something genuinely
inclusive and inspiring.
If you visited the Victoria & Albert Museum’s
“David Bowie is” in London in 2013 or have
followed the exhibit around the world, the final
hit of the tour at the Brooklyn Museum will be
essential viewing.
The London show focused on the general sweep
of Bowie’s career while dipping its toes into some
of the white-hot lava of his creative flow. The
Berlin leg showed his catharsis in trying to live
drug-free in a physically and politically divided
city. Brooklyn will reveal a late-period New
York bloom in Bowie and something altogether
unfamiliar to those that loved the alien: the legend
in the everyday; a happy David Bowie in his de
facto hometown.
Best of all? Perhaps still the title itself – for many,
Bowie is an eternal present.

Bowie’s left eye was
injured in a fistfight
in 1962, leaving
the pupil permanently
dilated and more
prone to “red eye”
from the camera
flash. This photo is
from the shoot
for the cover of the
1973 album
“Aladdin Sane.”

DAVID BOWIE, 1947-2016
An artist known for reinvention, Bowie started his
career as a dancer and folk singer/songwriter in the
mid-‘60s. After a handful of minor hits, he became a
phenomenon with glam-rock alter-ego, Ziggy Stardust.
A succession of decade-defining styles followed,
keeping him at the vanguard of music and fashion.
Hits like “Changes,” “Young Americans,” “Fame” and
“Let’s Dance” offer windows into a much larger body of
work that included acting roles – such as Broadway’s
“Elephant Man” and Hollywood’s “The Hunger” – and
25 studio albums of songs. The last, “Blackstar,” was
released just two days before his death from cancer.
brunswick arts is an international consultancy, led by
Managing Partner ben rawlingson-plant in New York,
that promotes and manages the reputations and interests
of arts, cultural and charitable organizations around the
world. In recent work, it introduced Spotify to the Brooklyn
Museum and helped launch the Louvre Abu Dhabi.
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Above, an asymmetric
knitted bodysuit,
designed by Kansai
Yamamoto in 1973 for
the “Aladdin Sane” tour.
Right, the handwritten
lyrics for the 1972 song,
“Ziggy Stardust.”
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